Editorial

The present volume of Thaksin University Journal (TSUJ) Vol. 24 No. 2 (May–August 2021) is the second issue of three issues published in 2021. This issue is published 12 worth reading research articles. All of these interesting research articles were reviewed and answered by the experts from various universities and institutions in Thailand. All of these 12 interesting articles are multidisciplinary of science and technology of research articles in aquatic science, animal science, science and technology, applied nuclear physics, applied biology, fishery science and aquatic resources, industrial engineering, agriculture and technology, applied chemistry, fishery and natural resources, computer engineering, and civil engineering. We sincerely hope that some of the research papers will help guide and motivate active researchers to produce and create more valuable research shortly.

We would like to inform our valuable customers again that the (TSUJ) Vol. 24 No. 2 would be the last volume of TSUJ as announced in the (TSUJ) Vol. 24 No. 1. The new international platform of the Asian Journal of Scientific and Technological Reports (AJSTR) would be organized and replaced at the end of this year 2021 with the first complete volume (AJSTR Vol. 24 No. 3 (September – December 2021)). The new international platform of AJSTR has already been organized and ready to serve energetic readers and customers with the international rules. For this reason, all selected and accepted research articles will be only written and organized in English. Furthermore, the new international editorial board of AJSTR has been simultaneously also set up and started to administrate and manage all business of the journal. From now on, the AJSTR and a new editorial team are ready to organize, manage, publish, and deliver all good quality articles which were written in well-organized English to the world of academic society.

As editor of the TSUJ since 2017, the TUSJ editorial team and I are delighted and honored to be in part of a wonderful service to all customers and those interested in academic work. During this duty, we have been through the difficulties of creating quality work with great assistance and support from Thaksin University through the Research and Development Institute Thaksin University (RDITSU) and all valuable researchers, our great reviewers and loyal regular customers. We would like to thank everyone for their kind helps and supports for making our mission be accomplished and successful. Now it is a good time to adjust and change the responsibilities of this great work. The new editor and editorial board have already started to take care of the journal business. We again would like to say goodbye and hope to work with you again in some academic events and activities.

Finally, I would like to encourage the new international platform of AJSTR to carry out successful academic affairs and be recognized by the academic community as everyone expected. Hence, the present and last volume of TSUJ, that is, the TSUJ Vol. 24 No. 2 (May–August 2021), has been already issued to serve and uploaded on the ThaiJo platform of management within August 2021. This last document will be a memory and remembrance for all eternity. In the end, we expect our academic networks to help improve and upgrade the AJSTR quality up to the international level in 2023, as already announced. Thank you very much in advance for kindly helping AJSTR (former TSUJ) improve and index at the international level soon.
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